
Conditions of Contest & Rules 

SCOTTISH CUP 2022 

This competition will be held from July to December 2022, when the public health situation may 
evolve unexpectedly.  Face-to-face matches can be held where both team captains agree it is 
relatively safe, practical, and convenient.  In the case of face-to-face encounters, sanitary 
measures such as wearing face masks, social distancing, and adequate ventilation must be 
discussed and agreed upon between team captains. 

1.  The Scottish Cup is a knockout competition for Teams of Four.   
SBU membership is a pre-requisite; this may require two seasons’ payment. 
 
2.  Scoring is by International Match Points (IMPs) – see Law 78B, Laws of Duplicate Contract Bridge 
2017. 

See later for further details regarding ties. 

3.  Teams should make all reasonable efforts to play their matches by the date specified.  If team 
captains cannot agree on a schedule-compliant date, they must inform the Convener in good time.  
The Convener will then adjudicate. 

4.  Upon receiving notification of the initial draw or winning a match, the Home Captain (the first 
name in the draw) should contact the Away Captain to arrange the date and time by providing at 
least three options.  The responsibility of communicating a match result within 24 hours rests with 
the winning team.  The Convenor will promptly post results on the SBU website to facilitate next-
round discussions.  

5.  The length of a match is: 
All rounds before the quarter-final          … 32 boards = two stanzas    
Quarter-finals and semi-finals                   … 48 boards = three stanzas    
Final                                                                … 64 boards = four stanzas 

 
Unless the Convenor agrees to a different approach, matches will be played on a single day  
 
6.  In all matches, the away captain will announce their initial line-up (N/S & E/W) for the first 
stanza no later than one hour before the game starts.  Then, for the second stanza, the home team 
stay in the same seats and the away team pairs change tables and polarity.  
All matches are played in stanzas of 16 boards unless the Convenor agrees to a different approach.  
The arrangements for the 64-board Final will be announced before the event.   
 
7.  No smoking or eating is allowed during play.  Miscreants could be fined.   

8.  Master Points are awarded to each member of the winning team as per the Handbook Of The 
Master Point System (HOTMPS).  HOTMPS is under revision for the 2022-2023 season, and there 
may be changes.  Team captains playing in the 2022 Scottish Cup will be informed if there are any 
changes in the allocation of Master Points. 
 
9.  The result of a match must be forwarded to the Convener by the winning captain by email, 
with a copy to the losing team captain, within 24 hours of game completion.   The email must 
contain the names of the two team captains, the match date, the form (online platform or physical) 
and who won.  The email should be copied to the losing captain. 



10.  There will be multiple seeded teams, with seeds distributed equally across each draw segment.     

11.  The following rules for Substitutes will apply:  
 
No substitution is allowed unless the Convenor has given prior permission.   
 
Match results must identify any substitutes, and opponents must be informed before the 
commencement of the match.  A team should revert to its original line-up in the following round.  A 
substitute player shall receive any Master Points won in the game that s/he plays in.  However, if a 
substitute plays in and wins the Final, the original team members are recorded as the winners and 
awarded the trophy.  When the identical replacement replaces the same player for a second time, 
the Convenor may decree that the substitute replaces that player from then on.  
 
12.  The standard SBU rules for Withdrawals apply:  

If a player has to withdraw during play, another SBU member may substitute.  The team will lose 
the match if no substitute is available or the proposed substitute does not satisfy the general rules 
for substitutes (see paragraph 11 above).  

13.   If there is a tie, the match will continue.  The additional boards will be one-eighth of the 
scheduled number for the round.  They are played in a single stanza with the seating rights the 
same as in the last stanza.  If a tie still exists, additional stanzas of two boards are played with 
alternative seating until the tie is broken.  

14.  The following rules for Late Arrival apply:   
Any player who will be late should notify both captains where possible.  A player who fails to 
appear within 15 minutes of the agreed start time, either with or without prior notification, can be 
asked by the opposing captain to submit a written explanation to the Convenor, who may impose 
penalties.  If the reason is deemed inadequate, the player can be barred from that event for one 
year, and further penalties may be applied.  In addition, a team will be disqualified after one hour of 
an un-notified late arrival or one and a half hours of notified late arrival for a match. 
 
15.  Play is expected to proceed at the pace of 8 minutes per board. 
Should one team be perceived as guilty of slow play by the other, a captain may announce their 
intention to make a posterior claim for penalties to the Convenor.     

16.  If any player has a complaint about an SBU member related to possible cheating, they must 
report their suspicions directly to the Chair of the Investigation Panel, Iain Taylor at 
atidtkaufer@gmail.com. 

 
 17.  Each player agrees that the platform provider and the SBU can exchange personal data if the 
SBU determines an investigation is warranted.   

The Convenor will conduct random posterior reviews of bidding and play records. 

RULES and GUIDANCE regarding online matches 

• The SBU Chief TD (chieftd@sbu.org.uk) will arrange matches on RealBridge, upon 
receipt of the date, time and number of boards, with at least one day’s notice, as 
agreed by the two captains. 
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• The Chief TD will give both teams instructions for RealBridge usage.   
 

• In situations where BBO “free” service is used, the home captain is responsible for 
setting up the match. No kibitzing is allowed. The event must be labelled as below. 
 

• Please use “SCOTCUP ‘Home team surname’ ‘v’ and ‘Away team surname’ as the 
event match title.  As an example, … “SCOTCUP SMITH v JONES”. 

18.  The Home Team captain should advise the Convenor if a match starts but does not finish that 
day.  In principle, the result of the last fully completed stanza will stand, assuming no contradictory 
indications. 

19. The SBU will directly absorb the direct costs of online matches. The expenses of face-to-face 
games will be the sole responsibility of the two teams. 
 
20.  The conditions of the competition are subject to change should circumstances dictate.  The 
Convenor has the right to change these conditions but will consult with team captains beforehand 
and take external advice where appropriate. 

23/7/2022 
 
Bill Whyte  if urgent text or call +00 33 680 303 323 
Convener   otherwise … wlwhyte133@outlook.com 
   
 

SCOTTISH CUP PLATE 2021 - ONLINE 
 
1.  The Scottish Cup Plate is a knockout event for teams who lose their first match in the Scottish 
Cup.   
 
2.  Potential teams will be asked to confirm their participation before the draw. 

3.  The rules for the competition will follow the Scottish Cup model, with some exceptions.    

4. There will be no seeding.    

4.  The length of a match will be   
All rounds before the Final  32 boards (2 stanzas)    
Final        48 boards (3 stanzas)  

 
 
 

 

 

 


